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Abstract 
Assign positive integer weights to the edges of a simple graph with no component isomorphic 
to Ki or 1£2, in such a way that the graph becomes irregular, i.e., the weight sums at the vertices 
become pairwise distinct. The minimum of the largest weights assigned over all such irregular 
assignments on the vertex-disjoint union of complete graphs is determined. The method of proof 
also yields the smallest possible total increase in the sum of edge weights in irregular asignments, 
called irregularity cost. 
1. In t roduct ion  
Let G = (V (G) ,E (G) )  be a simple graph having no connected components iso- 
morphic to Ki or /£2. A network G(w) consists of the underlying graph G together 
with an assignment w : E(G)  ~ Z +. Sometimes we shall denote a network simply by 
G if the underlying graph is understood and we need not specify the assignment w. 
For an edge e of G, the positive integer w(e) is called the weight of e. The strength 
s(G(w)) of the network G(w) is 
s(G(w))  = max{w(e) : e E E(G)}. 
For each vertex x of G(w), the weighted degree wt(x) is defined as the sum of the 
weights of the edges incident to x. A network G(w) is called irregular if its distinct 
vertices have distinct weighted degrees. The irregularity strength s(G) of the graph G 
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is defined to be 
s(G) = min{s(G(w)) : G(w) is irregular}. 
That is, the irregularity strength of a graph G is the smallest possible value of s(G(w)), 
taken over all irregular networks G(w) having G as their underlying raph. 
A sequence (dl,d2 .. . . .  dp) of positive integers is called the weighted egree se- 
quence of a network G(w) if the vertices of G can be labelled vl, v2 ..... Vp such that 
wt(vi) = di for every i, 1 ~i <~ p. 
The problem of studying the irregularity strength of graphs was proposed by 
Chartrand et al. in [2]. It turned out to be rather hard, even for graphs having quite a 
simple structure (see e.g. [1, 3-5, 7, 8], and [9] for a survey). 
The problem of determining the irregularity strength of the vertex-disjoint union 
[_JtiKpi of cliques (i.e., ti copies of the complete graph on Pi vertices for i : 1,2 .... ) 
was studied first by Faudree t al. in [3]. They determined s(tK4), proposed an algorithm 
giving an upper bound for s((.J tiKp, ), and posed the conjecture that for all t ~> 2 and 
p > 3, s(tKp)= r(pt + p -  2) / (p -  1)] holds. This conjecture turned out to be false: 
Jendroi and Tkfi(: [7] have proved that for every t >i-2 and p > 3, the exact formula is 
[ ( tp+ p -1) / (p -1 ) ]  i f [~]  = 0(mod 2), 
s(tKp) = I tn l  
[(tp+p 2)/(p 1)] i f [2  j -----l(mod 2). 
On the other hand, s(Kp) = 3 for every p~>3 (see [2]). Moreover, the irregularity 
strength of tK3, t ~> 2, does not follow from the previous formula; as shown by Faudree 
et al. [4], it is 
[(3t + 1 )/2] + 2 for t -- 3 (rood 4), 
s(tK3) = [(3t + 1)/2] + 1 otherwise. 
In the present paper we solve the general problem where the clique components of 
G need not have the same size. We derive an exact formula (computed by a recursive 
procedure) for counting the irregularity strength of [.J tiKp, for all finite sequences of 
positive integers t;/> 1 and pi >1 3. 
There is a closely related problem, proposed by Harary and Oellermann (private 
communication, 1990), asking for the smallest possible extra cost vf~Aw(e)- 1) of an 
irregular labelling w of G. Formally, we define the irregularity cost e(G) of G as 
e(G)=max l  Z (w(e)-l):G(w)isirregular } .
eEE(G) 
In the first paper dealing with this graph invariant, Tuza [10] proved that 
~(G) = ~n 2 + o(n 2) 
holds for 'almost all' graphs on n vertices, and this asymptotic equation remains valid 
for a randomly chosen G even if the graph is assumed to be relatively sparse. (The 
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number of edges should grow with n4/3f(n), where f (n )  is any function tending to 
infinity with n.) In a more recent manuscript, Jacobson et al. [6] study the related 
invariant 2(]E(G)I + e(G)) - -  that they call the 'irregularity sum' of G - -  for some 
particular classes of graphs. The latter terminology is related to the fact that 
21E(G) ] + 2e(G) is the smallest possible degree sum in the irregular assignments 
of G. 
The ideas presented in Section 3 are suitable for proving tight results on both the 
irregularity strength and cost, and in this way we can determine the exact value of 
e( U tiKp,) as well. In both cases, it turns out that a lower bound obtained in a fairly 
natural way is in fact the correct answer for the problems. 
2. The main result 
In order to formulate our main result, Theorem 1, we associate U tiKp, with an 
increasing sequence of integers computed by a recursion. Technically, the procedure 
described below looks a bit complicated, but there is a simple and natural intuition 
behind it: we intend to find a sequence which is not larger (in the iexicographical 
order) than the degree sequence of any irregular network on [.J tiKp~. It will be proved 
later (see Lemma 3) that we indeed obtain a sequence satisfying this ' lower bound 
property'. 
We shall need the following definitions. 
A sequence S = (Sl,S2 . . . . .  Sq) of q~>3 positive integers with even sum is said to 
be almost consecutwe if 1 <<.s2 - Sl <~2, 1 <~Sq - Sq-i ~<2, and sj+l - sj = 1 for all j, 
2<~j<<.q - 2. (Then S is determined already by sl, Sz, and q.) 
By the length of a finite sequence S = (sl . . . . .  Sr) we mean the number r of its 
members. For two sequences S = (sl . . . . .  Sr) and Q = (ql . . . . .  qt) of length r and t, re- 
spectively, the union SUQ is defined to be the sequence SUQ = (Sl . . . . .  st, q1 . . . . .  qt) 
of length r + t. (This S t_J Q is often called the concatenation of S and Q in the 
literature. ) 
Let T = (tl . . . . .  t,) and P = (pl  . . . . .  pn) be two sequences of positive integers 
(of the same length n) such that 3~<pl <P2<"  " '<p, ,  and for every i E {1,2 . . . . .  n} 
let mi = tipi. A finite sequence of positive integers B = (bl . . . . .  b,,) is said to be 
n 
a sequence of  type (T,P,n) if m = Y~'~i=I mi and there exist n sequences of positive 
integers B(mi) = (b(i, 1) . . . .  ,b(i, mi)) of respective lengths mi, with even sums, and 
n 
P i -  l~<b(i, 1) < b(i, 2) < .-. < b(i, mi), such that B = [.Ji=tB(mi) and B(mi) N 
B(mj) = 0 for i ¢ j. 
Here and in the sequel, for the sequence X = UX(mi ) ,  we denote by x( i , j )  the jth 
member of the ith subsequence X(mi).  
Let S = (sl . . . . .  Sr) be a given sequence of positive integers, and i , j  > 0 with 
~'.~i+j- 1 i+ j -  l<<.r. For z_,k=i sk ~ a(mod 2), a E {0,1}, we define f ( i , j )  =a  (the parity 
function for the corresponding partial sums). 
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For a pair of  sequences T = (q . . . . .  in) and P = (P l  . . . . .  p, ) ,  4~<pl < P2 < ' "  < p,, 
n 
let us define the sequence D(T ,P ,n )= Ui=l D(mi) of  type (T,P,n) as follows: 
D(ml ) = (d(1, 1 ) ,d (1 ,2) , . . .  ,d(1,ml )) 
with 
(*) 
d(1 , i )=p l -2+i ,  l<~i<~ml- 1 
and 
d(1,ml)  = Pl + ml - 2 + f (P l  - I ,ml). 
Having obtained D(mk), 1 ~<k < n, the sequence D(mk+l) = (d(k + 1,1) . . . . .  
d(k + 1, mk+l )) is defined in the following way. 
(I) I f  d(k, mk) -  d(k, mk - 1) = 1 and d(k, mk)>~pk+l - 1, we put d(k + 1,i) = 
d(k, mk ) +i for 1 ~< i ~< mk+l - 1 and d(k + 1, mk+l ) = d(k, mk ) + mk + f (d(k ,  mk ), 
mk+l ). 
(I1) I fd(k ,  mk) -d (k ,  mk - 1) = 1 and d(k, mk) < Pk+l - 1, we put d(k+ 1,i) = 
Pk+l -2+i  for l<~i<~m~+l -  1 and d(k+ 1,mk+l) = Pk+l + ink+l - -3+ 
f (pk+l -- 1,mk+l). 
(II I) I f  d(k, mk) -  d(k, mk-  1)= 2 and d(k, mk) > Pk+l - 1, we put d(k + 1, 1 )= 
d(k, mk) -  1, d(k+ 1, i) = d(k, mk)+i -  1 for 2 ~< i ~< mk+t -- 1 and d(k+ 1, mk+l ) = 
d(k, mk) + mk+l -- f (d(k ,  mk) - 1,mk+l ). 
( IV) If  d(k, mk) -d (k ,  mk - 1) -- 2 and d(k, mk)= Pk+l - 1, we put d(k + 1,i) = 
Pk+l + i - -  1 for l<~i<.rnk+l -- 1 and d(k+ 1,ink+l) = Pk+l +mk+l  -- 1 + 
f (Pk+l,  mk+l ). 
(V) If  d(k, mk) - d(k, mk - 1) = 2 and d(k, mk) < Pk+l - 1, we put d(k + 1,i) = 
Pk+~ +i -2  for l<<.i<~mk+l - 1 and d(k+ 1,mk+l) = Pk+l +mk+l  - -3+ 
f (pk+l  -- 1,mk+l). 
The main result of  this paper is as follows. 
Theorem 1. Let ti and pg (1 <~i <~n ) be positive integers, 4<<.pl < P2 < "'" < p,. 
The irregularity strenoth of  the graph mini tiKp, is 
(0 i = { max {[d(i'm')l}} s tiKp, max 3, l<~i<~n /~ /  ' 
\ i=  1 / 
where the d(i, mi) are the members of  the sequence D(T,P,n). 
In the concluding section we shall see that Theorem 1 can be extended in an 
analogous way for the case pl = 3 < P2 < " "  < Pn as well. 
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3. Proof of the main result 
Lemma 1. Let t, p, m be integers such that t>~l,p>>.4,m = tp. Let C = 
(cl,c2 . . . . .  Cm) be an almost consecutive sequence of  positive integers with even sum 
and ci >~ p-  1. Then there is an irregular network G with underlying graph tKp, 
weighted degree sequence C, and strength 
s (G)= [ c~_~ll +z ,  
where z -- 1 i f  t --- 1 and either C =- (p -  1,p . . . . .  2p -  2) (with p arbitrary), or 
C = (3,5,6,8) or C = (4,6,7,9) (with p =- 4), and z = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. It is easy to see that there exists a decomposition of the sequence C into t 
subsequences C( i) = (c(i, 1 ) . . . . .  c(i, p) ), 1 <<. i <~ t, each of which is almost consecutive 
with even sum and such that C = Uti=t c ( i ) , c ( i )A  c ( j )  = 0 for i # j. By Jendro] 
and Tkfi~ [7, Lemma 2], there exists an irregular network G(i), l<<.i <~t, with weighted 
degree sequence C(i), underlying graph Kp, and strength 
s(G(i)) = + z, 
where z is the number defined in the assertion of the lemma. The network 
G = UI-1 G(i) is clearly irregular and has strength 
I TCm 
s(G) = max s(G(i)) = max + z = + z. [] 
l <~i<~t l <~i<~t 
Lemma 2. Let T = (tl,t2 . . . . .  tn) and P = (p l ,p2  . . . .  pn) be sequences of  positive 
integers such that 4 <~ Pl < p2 < "'" < pn. Then there exists an irregular network G 
with underlying graph U~=l tkKm, weighted degree sequence D(T, P, n), and strength 
{ { [<'(/'"'q }} s (G)=max 3, max l~i~. / p--/2-T- 1 / 
Proof. By the construction, D(T,P,n)  can be decomposed into almost consecutive 
sequences D(mi) of length mi = tipi, 1 <<.i<~n. By Lemma 1, for every i, 1 <~i<~n, 
there exists an irregular network H(i)  with underlying graph tiKpi, weighted degree 
sequence D(mi), and the corresponding strength. It is easy to check that the network 
n 
G = Ui=l H( i )  is an irregular one with weighted degree sequence D(T,P,n)  and the 
strength mentioned. Note that in the cases ti = 1 and D(mi)  = (Pi - 1, Pi . . . . .  2pi - 2) 
Lemma 1 implies s(H(i))  = 3. [] 
n Lemma 3. Let G be an irregular network with underlying graph Ui=l tiKp,,ti > 0 
for all i, l <~i <~n,4 <~pl < p2 < ' "  <Pn, and with weighted degree sequence R = 
II 
(rl,r2 . . . . .  rm), m= E i= l  mi~ mi=tipi. Denote T=(tt,t2 . . . . .  tn) and P=(p l ,  P2 . . . . .  pn). 
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For every i, let G(mi) be the subnetwork of G induced on the vertices of (unweighted) 
degree p i -  1, and R(mi) -- (r(i, 1) . . . . .  r(i, mi)) its weighted egree sequence arranged 
increasingly. Then 
R is of type (T,P,n), (1) 
s(G) = max ~3, max ~[r(i, mi)] 
max ~[ r(j'mj)] ~ >1 { Id( j 'mj ) ]} .  (3) 
/p / - l [  
Proof. It is clear that the underlying raph of the subnetwork G(mi) is the graph tiKp,, 
and that G(mi) is an irregular network; moreover, G(mi)NG(mj) = 0 for i ~ j because 
G is irregular. This also means that Pi -  l<~r(i, 1) and 
s(G(mi)) =max {3, l~i~<,max {r (i,mi) ] |  pi-Tz5-/} ) . 
Now (1) and (2) follow immediately. To prove (3) we apply induction on n. By the 
definition of D(T,P,n) we have 
d(1,ml)<~r(1,ml). 
Suppose 
max {[d( j 'mj ) ]~< max {I r ( j 'mj) ]}  
l<.j<n | p j  -- 1 | J l<~j<n | p j '~  l | " (4) 
If d(n, mn) <~ r(n, m.), then the inequality (4) can be immediately extended to j = n. 
We claim that if d(n, m.) > r(n, m.), then there exists some a < n such that r(a, ma) > 
d(n,m.). 
For a contradiction, suppose that r(j, m j) <~ d(n, m.) holds for every j < n. Then 
there exists t<~n such that t = min{j~<n : r(j, mj) < d(j, mj)}, By the definition of 
the sequence D(ml ) (see ( . )  in Section 2), we have t > 1. This yields 
r(s, ms)= d(s, ms) for all s < t. (5) 
The almost consecutivity of D(mt) and the fact that R(mt) is an increasing sequence 
with even sum imply 
p , -  1 ~<r(t, 1) < d(t, 1). (6) 
In the cases (II) and (V), the definition of D(mt) provides d(t, 1) = Pt -  1 which 
contradicts (6). 
In the case (IV), the definitions of D(mt) and R(mt) together with (5) give 
r ( t -  1,mt-1)= d( t -  1,mt-i )= pt -  1 which again contradicts (6). 
In eases (I) and (III), the definitions of D(mk) and R(mk) (1 <~k~t- 1) and the 
inequality (6) ensure the existence of an integer b. 1 <~b<~t- 1, with 
Pb -- 1 <~ r(b, 1 ) < d(b, 1 ), 
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such that the sequence D(mb) is determined by the rule (II), (IV) or (V). All these 
cases provide a contradiction as above, hence proving that a value a with the required 
properties exists. 
Since pa < p. ,  this means that 
r(a, ma) d(n, m.) d(n, mn) r(n, mn) - -  > - - > - - > - -  
Pa -- 1 Pa -  1 Pn - 1 Pn - 1 ' 
which also allows to extend (4) to j = n. [] 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 immediately. 
4. Triangles and the irregularity cost 
Theorem l can be extended also for Pl -- 3. In this case the sequence D(ml), 
ml ---- 3tl, with 
d(1 , i )=2+i  for l<~i<~ml- 1 
d(1,ml)  = ml + 2 + f (3 ,ml  + 2) 
is considered. Then the existence of a network ilK3 with weighted degree sequence 
D(ml)  is guaranteed by [4]. It is also shown there that the strength of the net- 
work tlK3 is [d (1 ,ml )+ l /2 ] .  Similar considerations as above allow us to 
state 
Theorem 2. Let ti, pi (1 <~ i <<. n ) be positive integers, 3 --- p~ < p2 < ""  < p,. Then 
{rd",','l}} S tiKp, =max 3, 2 ' 2m'a-<x" / P i -  11 ' 
where the d(i, mi) are the members o f  the sequence D(T,P,n). 
Finally, we formulate the result on the irregularity cost of the union of cliques. The 
validity of Theorem 3 below follows from Lemma 3 (and its analogue with Pl = 3 
that can be verified along the same lines), implying that e(G) cannot be smaller than 
the cost of the irregular networks described in Section 2. 
Theorem 3. The irreoular networks constructed for Theorems 1 and 2 are opti- 
mal also in the sense that they provide an edge labellin# with the smallest possible 
n 
COSt, ~ (Ui=l tiKp,). 
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